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ABSTRACT

The PEACE naming facility distinguishes between low-level naming, used to address system-wide unique communication endpoints for message passing activities, and high-level symbolic naming, used to identify communicating processes. Symbolic naming in PEACE is application-oriented, providing name space isolation in case of different application programs. This introduces security and avoids the problem of name clashes if a global name space is shared by different applications. The paper describes rationale and concepts of the PEACE naming system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In order to make distributed systems work, naming and addressing of distributed objects must be provided in a flexible, reliable and convenient way. A distributed application must be enabled to identify its communicating processes in a network transparent manner. Moreover, the identification must be application-oriented, to restrict the communication with processes constituting a different application and to introduce some means of security in terms of name space isolation.

Typically, a distributed computer system will be managed by a distributed operating system. All state-of-the-art distributed operating systems, V (Ref. 3), AMOEBA (Ref. 12), MACH (Ref. 25), CHORUS (Ref. 18), etc., itself can be viewed as a dedicated distributed system application, constituted by a multitude of system processes. The distributed operating system must be capable to identify and address its system processes, leading to a separate system name space. Following the traditional model of user and system mode of execution as provided by todays processors, the system name space is to be protected and, thus, is to be isolated from name spaces related to distributed user applications.

Obviously, being based on these types of distributed operating systems, distributed user applications depend not only on the availability of user application processes. They also depend on the presence and availability of system processes. Consequently, naming is to be used not only to locate and address user processes, but also to locate and address system processes which provide dedicated system services such as file I/O, process management, memory management, and so on. This necessitates the communication between different distributed applications of a computer system, represented by distributed user application programs and the distributed operating system. It also implies that different name spaces must be combined such that user processes are able to identify and address system processes, which is the absolute precondition for system service invocation.

Without sacrificing name space isolation to support communication security, a structured name space is required. The chosen organization must fulfill at least two contradictory demands, name space isolation and name space sharing; whereby the latter mentioned aspect is related to operating system services which are made available to application programs. If the shared name space is structured as well, a model can be realized in which operating system services are only made available to specific application programs. Moreover, this includes that merely those service providing system processes which are required by the application program need to be present. Similar to the construction of program families (Ref. 15), a family of distributed operating systems is made feasible if the naming system is properly organized. Exactly this idea is followed by the PEACE naming facility.

In addition to message passing, naming is the most basic functionality of PEACE (Ref. 21). Following the pattern of FAMOS (Ref. 7) and MOOSE (Ref. 20), it provides fundamental services for the construction of a family of operating systems. An important aspect was to support dynamic alterable operating system architectures, such as DAS (Ref. 11), and to extend these concepts into the area
of process structured and distributed systems. In this sense, PEACE aimed in the design and development of a process execution and communication environment for distributed user/system applications, rather than providing another distributed operating system. The paper discusses the PEACE naming approach, giving its rationale and explaining its concepts. It is shown by what means in PEACE high-performance message passing, based on system-wide unique communication endpoint identifiers, co-operates with symbolic and application-oriented naming, based on distributed name server.

2. RATIONALE AND CONCEPTS

In addition to provide a basis for a family of distributed operating systems, naming in PEACE is also influenced by a specific hardware organization. The following subsection explains this organization and the impacts on the naming system. Following that, the general concepts of PEACE naming are illustrated, focusing on different types of distribution transparency.

2.1 The SUPRENUM System

PEACE was specifically designed for SUPRENUM (Ref. 6), a largely parallel MIMD (multiple instruction, multiple data) supercomputer based on a distributed memory architecture. SUPRENUM is a scalable multiprocessor system, consisting of up to 16 clusters interconnected by a 125 Mbit/sec token-ring network. Each cluster groups 20 processors, so called nodes, which are interconnected by two 64-bit parallel cluster busses, each one providing a physical bandwidth of 160 Mbytes/sec. The nodes are distinguished into 16 processing nodes, used for numerical processing, and 4 system nodes, providing services such as disk i/o, cluster diagnosis, routing, internetworking, and so on. A 20 MHz Motorola MC68020 is used as node CPU, supported by the paged memory management unit MC68851. Up to 8 Mbytes local (on-board) memory is available on the nodes.

Based on this architecture, PEACE is responsible for the management of up to 320 nodes. However, from the operating system designer viewpoint, the most important characteristic of SUPRENUM is the cluster organization which requires the presence of functional replicated system services. A typical example in SUPRENUM is the disk service, which is to be provided only on the disk node of each cluster and, hence, is local to a cluster. In addition to that, there are node-relative services such as address space and process management as well as global system services such as internetworking and external host access. Thus, in PEACE, service replication is not primarily a requirement of fault tolerance, but rather it is enforced by the underlying SUPRENUM hardware architecture.

Generally, PEACE is concerned with the management of a functional dedicated and replicated server system. At the operating system level, a distinction is to be made between local system services and global system services. The SUPRENUM case study especially shows that a two-level approach is not sufficient, rather one has to distinguish at least between node services, cluster services and system services. At the application level, transparency is to be achieved, however without necessarily enforcing transparency at all. Applications should always have the opportunity to choose the type, i.e., scope, of service they want to access. All these aspects significantly influence the functionality of the naming mechanism, because in PEACE, operating system services are referred to by location independent names.

2.2 Separation of Concerns

For performance reasons, PEACE message passing is non-buffered, i.e., synchronous and defined between processes. A process is associated with an absolute address which designates the communication endpoint specified in the message passing primitives. This address is represented by a numerical value. In order to introduce different types of transparency, at a higher level a process is associated with at least one relative address, represented by a symbolic name. The PEACE naming system then is used to map relative addresses onto absolute addresses. Figure 1 illustrates the complete scenario.

A process is addressed by its system-wide unique identifier containing a hint on which node the corresponding process object is located. Obviously, network-wide message passing requires no time consuming mapping functions in order to determine the destination address for a message. This improves the overall performance of message passing operations. However, it makes processes dependent on the actual program distribution, because they will have to remember system-wide unique identifiers for later message passing operations. In order to meet the message passing performance requirements for SUPRENUM (Ref. 9), local caching of these identifiers is not implemented by the standard PEACE message passing kernel implementation.

System services are invoked on a remote procedure call (Ref. 13) basis, which introduces access transparency, i.e., hides the difference between local and remote operation. Merely the PEACE message passing primitives are involved in the traditional sense of system calls, namely on a trap handling basis. A procedure name stands for a particular service function which is associated with a relative address in PEACE and to be provided by a server process. Usually, a complete service interface encompasses a set of service functions, thus representing a set of relative addresses for the same server process. Dependent on the type of service, relative addresses may also be related to argument (i.e., object) names. A typical example is the file service, where each file name is given a relative address in PEACE.

A relative address is represented by a symbolic identifier, i.e., as a symbolic name. All symbolic identifiers together constitute a global name space. They will be used to generally identify distributed objects independent of the nature of the object. That is to say, symbolic names are used in PEACE to identify devices, nodes, processes, functions, data, and so on. This introduces location transparency, because the mapping function defined between absolute process address and relative process address, e.g., usually is dynamic. It makes dynamical reconfiguration feasible and leads to a flexible system organization, at all.

In PEACE, system services are provided by processes and,
hence, associated with symbolic names. In case of replicated services, such as the disk service located on the disk node of each SUPRENUM cluster, the same service name is to be used to address different server processes. Within a flat name space, this service name potentially is ambiguous, excepted the node address is encoded within the name — meaning the creation of an absolute address. Hence, replication transparency is to be provided. In order to select the corresponding server process in a convenient manner, a structured name space is required. Names of replicated services constitute a specific name space partition. In general, such a partition guarantees the uniqueness of names relative to a specific context and is called a name plane. According to the SUPRENUM hardware organization, e.g., PEACE name planes containing local cluster service names are replicated. The sharing of name planes then gives different processes access to the same set of system services.

Scalability is one of the most important characteristics of distributed systems, related both to hardware and software architecture. From the application program viewpoint, scaling transparency is desirable such that program execution works independently of the actual underlying hardware and software organization. Above all, the operating system family concept as followed with PEACE requires a scalable operating system architecture. The idea is that dedicated PEACE system processes provide application-oriented operating system services and that these processes are loaded at the time the distributed application is installed. This leads to an application-oriented name space, used to isolate distributed applications and to model the set of system services available for the given application. It also requires a hierarchically structured organization of name planes, building a name domain for a specific set of processes.

3. PROCESS LOCALIZATION AND ADDRESSING

PEACE is faced with two contradictory demands, high-performance message passing and location transparency. The former aspect requires an absolute addressing scheme of processes, whereas the latter aspect calls for some means of symbolic naming.

3.1 Absolute Addressing

In order to perform message passing, the kernel addresses processes via port-like system objects. For this purpose, each process is associated with a gate, which acts as a communication endpoint without buffering capabilities, but rather routing capabilities. A communication endpoint is referred to by a system-wide unique identifier, i.e., an absolute address, as illustrated in figure 2.

As shown in the figure, the communication endpoint address is represented by a low-level path name constituted by the triple (host,team,lightweight process). As with THOTH (Ref. 2), each process in PEACE is member of a team. The team concept provides a common execution domain for several lightweight processes, meaning efficient support for memory sharing, concurrent program execution, asynchronous communication, etc.

Giving a PEACE system-wide unique identifier, the team membership of a lightweight process as well as the host membership of a team is determined without performance limiting mapping overhead. This identifier enables fast low-level localization and addressing of process objects within a network environment. The host field of this identifier is used to distinguish between local and remote message passing and to determine the physical host address of the corresponding process gate. By means of the team field, authentication is enabled; a prerequisite for the selection of the local process gate table. The lightweight process field then is used as gate table index, whereby a single entry refers to the system data structure (i.e., process
control block) associated with the addressed lightweight process. These system data structures are used for scheduling and contain kernel-relevant process state information.

Process gates are normally associated in one-to-one correspondence with processes, i.e., the creation of a process also results in the creation of a process gate. As a consequence, the gate identifier will be used in PEACE as a system-wide unique process identifier and vice versa. Gates can also be associated dynamically with processes, thus allowing dynamic reconfiguration in case of team migration. There might be several gates associated with the same process. According to the information stored in the process gate, the kernel automatically routes an incoming message to the receiving process. In this sense, a process gate can be viewed as a forward identifier for a specific process. In case that the process object is present, the process gate contains the memory address of the corresponding process control block. Otherwise, a system-wide unique identifier refers to the process gate which is to be used instead of the currently selected one.

3.2 Symbolic Naming

Absolute addressing at the kernel interface implies loss of location transparency. On the other hand, it implies an utmost efficient message passing implementation. Location transparency can be achieved at the kernel level only if processes deal with relative communication endpoint identifiers. Concerning PEACE – as well as other distributed operating systems –, this implies the following:

- different teams must be allowed to use the same communication endpoint identifier for the addressing of different processes.
- a team should know only local communication endpoint identifiers.

On this basis, it will be the task of the kernel to map team-relative communication endpoint identifiers onto system-wide unique process identifiers. A tradeoff between communication efficiency and scaling transparency exists. The efficient solution at the kernel level calls for fixed-size and team-relative mapping tables, which implies scaling problems in cases where the number of communicating processes exceeds the number of map table entries. The scalable solution at the kernel level calls for arbitrary sized and team-relative hash lists of forwarding identifiers, which implies resource management problems and loss of communication efficiency. Even in this case, the exceptional situation is to be handled if no more forwarding identifiers can be allocated because of memory resource problems. The potential of loss of location transparency is given, any way. In addition to that, the replication of cached process gates requires precautions for cache consistency management at a very low operating system level. For all these reasons, the functional specification of PEACE message passing primitives excludes a guarantee for location transparency.

In order to keep kernel complexity small and achieve high-speed interprocess communication, location transparency is not exclusively supported by the kernel, but rather in co-operation with symbolic naming functions provided by dedicated system processes, so called name server. As with any other PEACE system service, these naming functions are invoked on a remote procedure call basis, using PEACE message passing primitives. Obviously, a name server is to be associated with a system-wide unique communication endpoint identifier. In PEACE, each team, and thus each lightweight process of the team, is bound to a domain identifier which is the system-wide unique name server identifier. This approach either enables the sharing of a name domain, in case of identical domain identifiers for different teams, or leads to a complete isolation of name domains, in case of different domain identifiers for different teams.

The domain identifier, i.e., the system-wide unique name server identifier, of a given team is determined by querying the kernel, which always is a node-relative PEACE system service. This kernel service is provided on a remote procedure call basis, too. However, the naming service cannot be applied to locate this kernel service, rather a fixed and absolute process address is needed. This address always is associated with the ghost (Ref. 21), bound to the communication endpoint identifier \((\text{host}, 0, 0)\). Note, the ghost is the only PEACE process with a fixed address.

Symbolic names are used to designate distributed objects (i.e., processes), which requires the mapping between relative and absolute addresses. This mapping will be performed by a name server, however without having any knowledge of the semantic of the name. Figure 3 shows the principle mapping function.

Each symbolic name is associated with user-defined numeric values. This user information consists of three elements, defined at name creation time. For example,
concerning the PEACE remote procedure call system, the elements are used as follows:

**server:** To remember the system-wide unique communication endpoint identifier associated with the symbolically addressed server process.

**object:** To remember a server-relative object identifier.

**mode:** To remember object-specific access modes or types.

This way, various strategies for the addressing of server processes are supported. A server process can be addressed either by a server name, meaning one-to-one correspondence between relative and absolute identifier, or by a service/object name, meaning many-to-one correspondence between relative and absolute identifier.

Creation and destruction of names is dynamic. Typically, at initialization time, a server process exports its services by creating corresponding names. Name mapping is done at run time, too. For example, the first time a system service is invoked, the corresponding stub routine (on behalf of the calling process) requests name resolution and caches the information associated with the name. This way, system-wide unique server identifiers are cached within the team context of the calling process. Cache updates then are to be performed by the processes itself, as part of handling naming exceptions. The exception handler (i.e., the process itself) requests name resolution, again.

Usually, name cache updates are to be performed in cases of process termination, server migration, service migration and object migration. Cache consistency relies on the assumption that the per-team exception handler at the naming library level will perform the update, invisible to the application team. This strategy may lead to a temporary cache inconsistency, caused by the latency of exception propagation. Because all types of migration exceptions will result in the change of the server value stored with a name, the process gate associated with the server process at the kernel level is reconfigured accordingly, i.e., a forwarding identifier for the process is established. In addition to that, service and object migration then is made feasible by temporarily monitoring all requests directed to the original server process. Requests referring to either migrated services or migrated objects are redirected accordingly. If either the caches have been updated or a timeout occurs, the forwarding identifier is destroyed. These activities are controlled by the reconfiguration management system of PEACE and, usually, are independent from the naming system.

4. **MODELING A NAME SPACE**

In addition to support name space isolation, a structured and application-oriented name space is necessary in order to manage a functional dedicated server system as well as a family of operating systems. The global PEACE name space is implemented by a multitude of name server, each one controlling a single name plane. The resulting organization is application-oriented, defining a unique *name domain* for each distributed application.

The structure of name domains is influenced by several aspects. Concerning PEACE and the SUPRENUM architecture, these aspects comprise:

- the organization of a distributed application;
- the mapping of the application onto the underlying hardware system;
- the isolation of name spaces for different applications;
- the operating system services exclusively related to the application;
- the global operating system services.

It was one of the major requirements in the design and development of the PEACE naming system to cover all these aspects with a single mechanism. This mechanism is based on a generic name server implementation supported by a dedicated naming library.

4.1 **Structured Name Space**

On the basis of PEACE naming, replication transparency is provided in order to arbitrarily map distributed application programs onto the underlying hardware architecture. In case of replicated system services, the name space is arranged such that a team by default selects the most nearest server process. As illustrated in figure 4, this is accomplished by a hierarchically structured set of name server.

In case of SUPRENUM, the PEACE system name space is tree-structured and shows for several node name server,
some cluster name server and at least one system name server. Each type of name server stores names of services which are available at the given level. In addition to local service names, the linkage to the next higher name server is remembered. This linkage, called domain link, is nothing else than a symbolic name designating another name server of the tree-structured name space.

Performed by the naming library (i.e., on behalf of the calling process), the name space is searched for a specific service name following the pattern of scope rules often found in block-structured programming languages. If the name is not yet locally cached by the requesting team, the search is directed to a name server. In the very first case, this name server represents the leaf of the name tree and is addressed by the domain identifier of the requesting team. In subsequent cases, the system-wide unique name server identification is obtained from the name space itself.

If a service name was found, it will be cached and associated user information will be returned. Otherwise, the currently selected name server is requested to resolve (i.e., dereference) the domain link. Note, the domain link may be different for different applications and will always be interpreted as a name server name. If the domain link lookup results in a match, the system-wide unique identification of the associated name server is delivered. To this name server the original service name lookup request is issued, again. If there is no domain link match, the root of the name tree is reached and the requested service name is declared as unknown, meaning that the associated service is not available.

This simple name lookup strategy allows for the dynamical integration of further name server processes. In addition to that, it enables the definition of name scopes which are not necessarily associated in one-to-one correspondence with the underlying hardware organization, such as required for SUPRENUM. Logical clusters of system services can be built, supporting the operating system family concept. Independently of the actual system representation, the remote procedure call layer applies the user information returned by a successful name space search to direct a service request to a server process. In PEACE, a "third party connect facility" will be used to model the clustering of system services, without effecting the original application programs.

4.2 Application-Oriented Name Space

The structured name space discussed so far implements location and replication transparency for the invocation of operating system services. In case of supporting the concurrent execution of distributed applications, name space isolation is required. This aspect is considered in PEACE to give distributed applications the opportunity for location transparent addressing of application processes. However, this addressing scheme must be application-oriented to avoid the potential of name clashes, if different applications apply the same name with a different meaning, and to maintain security, in that intruder processes are prohibited to join the application.

In PEACE, an application-oriented name space is implemented by one or more name server. Basically, the same naming strategy can be applied by the application processes as was explained with the lookup of service names. That is to say, the name space is built by a set of name server which are interconnected by a unique and application-dependent domain link name. Most importantly, a separation between user names and system names is to be made. For this purpose, a dedicated name server is used, the so called domain server. Figure 5 illustrates the integration of the domain server into the structured PEACE name space.

Following the concept of abstract data types (Ref. 10), the domain server provides the same interface as the name
server, i.e., it actually is a more dedicated name server implementation, specifically designed for the demands of a specific distributed application. Its primary purpose is to merge user name space and system name space, thus building the application-oriented name space. Similar to the object inheritance approach (Ref. 8), the domain server inherits all the characteristics of a name server and introduces application-oriented naming functionalities.

As explained in the previous subsection, name resolution starts with the name server addressed by the per-team domain identifier. If for a team an application-oriented name space is defined, because it shares a name space with other teams of the same distributed application, this identifier addresses a domain server, instead of a name server. Thus, transparently to the naming library, requests are directed to the domain server of the requesting team.

Having received a request, the domain server executes it within a specific application-context. The requested name service function then is applied on an application-oriented name-tree, instead of a single name plane. For example, in case of a name lookup request, the application name space is observed. The result of this request is returned to the naming library. If a name match was indicated, name resolution terminates successfully. Otherwise, name resolution is continued with a name server which is addressed by a domain link. That is to say, the same name lookup strategy is performed at the naming library level, independently whether a name server or a domain server is requested.

Depending on the configuration, both domain identifier and domain link may refer either to a name server or to a domain server. This enables the construction of arbitrary name space structures. It also enables the transparent integration of dedicated naming strategies based on broadcasting or multicasting (Ref. 4). In addition to that, strategies may be introduced to maintain consistency of distributed name caches, because the domain server is related to a specific distributed application and, therefore, knows all the application teams where a name cache is present. In case of the necessity of name cache updates, the domain server raises a naming exception and, eventually, establishes forwarding identifiers as long as the update is in progress.

5. NAME SPACE CONSTRUCTION

The construction and definition of an application-oriented and hierarchically structured PEACE name space is dynamic. It will be performed at the time where either the entire system, a server or the distributed application is installed. In each case, an association between name server and teams is to be established. This will be done by a third party, transparently to the selected teams.

5.1 PEACE Domain Installation

At global system initialization time, i.e., after having finished the bootstrap procedure, the PEACE domain is to be installed, meaning to create a tree-structured name space which encompasses the names of initial PEACE system
services. Basically, PEACE domain installation is concerned with the following two problems:

- to find all name server which have been initially loaded;
- to associate name server with a specific hierarchy in the system name tree.

Note, a PEACE name server does not depend on any operating system service, excepted message passing and the kernel service used for establishing domain identifiers. In addition to that, all name server are identical and will be used at the "mercy" of a third party connect facility to configure name spaces.

5.1.1 Name server. Once node bootstrapping has been finished, all name server residing on the same node chain up each other. For this purpose, each name server of the particular node tries to establish the domain identifier of its own team. In cases where this identifier is not yet established, the binding between all existing teams of a node and the requesting name server is performed – the domain identifier of each team of the particular node becomes the system-wide unique identifier of the issuing name server. Thus, if there are further name server present on the node, domain identifiers of name server teams are established as well. In cases where the domain identifier of the issuing name server team is already established, it merely will be delivered by the kernel and no global changes are made. This will happen if further requests for global domain identifier establishment are stated; the first name server is the winner and will be used as the node name server.

In those cases where the domain identifier was already established, a request for name plane interconnection is directed to the name server which is addressed by that identifier, as shown in figure 6. Name plane interconnection is based on a domain link, i.e., it is given a symbolic name and is associated with a system-wide unique name server identifier. Each name server which receives a request for name plane interconnection tries to create a name entry which represents the domain link. If the corresponding symbolic name is known, the requesting server is directed to re-issue the original interconnection request to the name server which is associated with the name entry. This way, the request will be related to a name server which is able to create a name entry for the domain link. The requesting name server then will be associated with this name entry, thus being appended at the name server chain.

5.1.2 Tree construction. In order to establish a naming system for a SUPRENUM cluster, i.e., which spans a set of nodes, two functions are performed. First, the number of active nodes is determined, using a broadcast-like system service which results in the delivery of a system-wide unique ghost identifier for each active node. Note, at least the PEACE kernel must have been loaded on an active node, whereby the remote procedure call interface of the kernel is provided by a lightweight process, called the ghost, of the kernel team (Ref. 21). Second, the node name server, if any, of a node is determined. This is accomplished by requesting from the ghost the delivery of the domain identifier associated with its kernel team. If undefined, no name server is present on the node of the addressed ghost. Otherwise, the delivered identifier refers to a name server and, eventually, represents the head pointer of a per-node name server chain. Each located name server then will be connected to a name server which is selected to represent the cluster name server, leading to the installation of a two-level name tree. For this purpose, located node name server are requested to create a PEACE domain link which refers to the cluster name server.

The next encompassing name server, which is the system name server in case of SUPRENUM, is installed by first requesting any node name server of a cluster for the resolution of the PEACE domain link. As was explained above, this link refers to the cluster name server. The selected cluster name server then is requested to create a PEACE domain link which refers to the system name server. This procedure is repeated to establish further name tree hierarchies accordingly.

5.2 Installation of Name Scopes

In case of replicated system services, the name scope of each service is to be manifested. A service might have local or global relevance, leading to different scopes of a particular service. For example, based on SUPRENUM, a distinction is to be made between services related to a node, a cluster or the entire system. For each of these
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contexts, a name server is used to keep track of context-relative services names. The scope of a particular service then is represented by a proper name server.

Once a server team has been installed, its services are to be bound to a specific scope. The scope associated with a server team is managed by a dedicated PEACE system process, the scope server. For each server team, the scope server selects a name server which is to be used for requesting the creation of service names. Both, the new server team as well as the name server are identified by symbolic names. Thus, the scope server maps the symbolic name of the server team, usually the corresponding program name, onto a symbolic name used to designate a name server, i.e., name-tree hierarchy. The name server name then is located within the name domain of the new server team. As explained previously, this follows the default PEACE name lookup strategy being performed by the naming library.

The name domain of the new server team may correspond to the PEACE domain, in which case a new global PEACE system service is introduced. The PEACE domain is extended by a new system service. In contrast to that, the name domain may be application-oriented, meaning the installation of a new application-oriented system service. The PEACE operating system family is extended by a new system member.

5.3 The Third Party

The installation of PEACE domain and name scopes is controlled by dedicated system processes, representing the third party connect facility. These processes, so-called conductor, are loaded at system bootstrap time. Depending on the types of conductor processes, different name space configurations are established. Thus, for SUPRENUM there is a dedicated conductor used to establish the cluster name space, while another conductor establishes the system name space.

Name space configuration is directed by information obtained from a configuration specification written in a dedicated system configuration language. This specification is interpreted by a conductor and executed accordingly. A low-level bootstrap description specifies what teams are loaded on what nodes in a distributed computing environment. This way, conductor processes are placed on specific nodes. Relative to these nodes, they construct the name space according to the configuration specification.

At run time, the loader is not only responsible for placing teams (i.e., programs) onto nodes, but also for the establishment of the domain identifier of the teams. In case of extending a distributed application, a new team will be bound to the domain identifier of that application, enabling name space sharing. For this purpose, in addition to the program file name, the domain identifier of the new team is passed to the loader too.

6. RELATED WORKS

In addition to introduce certain levels of transparency in a distributed computing environment, naming is also a mechanism for synchronization (Ref. 17). For example, this aspect is of importance for installing the PEACE domain. The domain identifier state of a kernel team specifies if a node name server has been installed. In a similar way, the domain link state in a node name server specifies if a cluster name server has been installed, and so on. That is to say, these identifiers are used in PEACE to synchronize on external events, e.g., caused by conductor processes.

Recently, several works on naming and resource management in distributed systems have been published. However, most of these works are concerned with naming at a very high level of abstraction. For example, in (Ref. 1, 5, 14, 16, 22, 24) naming services are described which rely on a complete operating system environment. This is in contrast to PEACE naming, which is designed to model a family of distributed operating systems and, hence, will be used to implement fundamental operating system services.

From its level of abstraction, naming in PEACE will be comparable to naming required for the construction of object-oriented operating systems (Ref. 19). However, PEACE does not claim to be an object-oriented operating system, although it is constructed following object-oriented design principles.

Concerning the switching between name domains, PEACE follows an approach as discussed in (Ref. 23). That is, from its functionality, the global name service of HCS is comparable to the PEACE domain server. However, the naming service introduced there, again, is layered on top of a complete operating system interface and is specifically designed to interconnect heterogeneous computer systems.

As an example for a naming approach which supports the restructuring of operating systems is explained in (Ref. 4). This approach is based on broadcast techniques and takes advantage of V group communication. Multicasts are used to query system services. In case of replicated services, this results in the delivery of multiple responses and the client is burdened to choose between one of them. For performance reasons, this approach is not followed in PEACE because the SUPRENUM network provides no broadcast service. Because of the limited number of fixed multicast addresses (i.e., group identifiers), the construction of arbitrary structured and application-oriented name spaces is not well supported.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Aim of the naming approach explained in the paper is to support an operating system family where members are represented by server processes. An evaluation of this approach is in progress, now. Presently, the PEACE naming system is not used to support a dynamically alterable operating system structure because system services which provide team migration, checkpointing and recovery are still under development. However, PEACE domain installation as well as the dynamical construction of application-oriented name spaces works.

In the near future, PEACE activities will focus on mechanisms for dynamical configuration and reconfiguration of distributed applications. Especially, a message passing kernel family is to be supported, which is much more ambitious than providing support for a process-structured operating system family. The members of the kernel family range from a single-process to a multi-team mode of operation, each one offering different
communication performance parameters. Depending on distributed SUPRENUM applications, the most efficient message passing kernel will be loaded along with the application. This also includes the dynamical restructuring of a system in cases where a single-process kernel is to be replaced by a multi-team kernel.
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